Use the word in brackets to form a new word that fits into each blank.

1. The ________________ from the Department of Education gave a press conference. (OFFICE)

2. It was a great ________________ to meet such a famous ________________. I had never met one before. (PLEASE, POLITICS)

3. When I came to the city after 20 years it was completely ________________. Everything was so different. (RECOGNISE)

4. Young people who grew up in the 1960s lived in a ________________ society. Almost everything was allowed. (PERMIT)

5. The mountains in Central Asia reach ________________ of over 8,000 metres. (HIGH)

6. My dad always has to take sides. He is never ________________. (OBJECT)

7. I have been ________________ of him since the day I met him. (SUSPECT)

8. Phil got a ________________ job at a kiosk selling morning newspapers. (PART)

9. The weather is going to turn bad in the next few days and we're in for some ________________. (RAIN)

10. I have a ________________ for old cars. I already have a few in my garage. (PREFER)

11. He is studying ________________ at the local university. (MECHANIC)

12. Some people are so poor they can't even buy the basic ________________ of life. (NECESSARY)

13. There were many ________________ for the job, but only two of them had the necessary ________________. (APPLY, QUALIFY)

14. Could you empty the ________________ on your way out? (DUST)

15. My brother is such an ________________ young man. He never does any exercise and seldom goes out of the house. (ACT)

16. The driver was ________________ because he crossed one of the side-lines. (QUALIFY)

17. She is such a ________________, friendly and honest person. (TRUST)

18. The school staff is making the last ________________ for their Open Day on Saturday. (PREPARE)

19. You finger is ________________. What have you done? (BLOOD)

20. John made some ________________ points against a strong opponent. (DECIDE)
1. The **official** from the Department of Education gave a press conference. *(OFFICE)*
2. It was a great **pleasure** to meet such a famous **politician**. I had never met one before. *(PLEASE, POLITICS)*
3. When I came to the city after 20 years it was completely **unrecognisable**. Everything was so different. *(RECOGNISE)*
4. Young people who grew up in the 1960s lived in a **permissive** society. Almost everything was allowed. *(PERMIT)*
5. The mountains in Central Asia reach **heights** of over 8,000 metres. *(HIGH)*
6. My dad always has to take sides. He is never **objective**. *(OBJECT)*
7. I have been **suspicious** of him since the day I met him. *(SUSPECT)*
8. Phil got a **part-time** job at a kiosk selling morning newspapers. *(PART)*
9. The weather is going to turn bad in the next few days and we're in for some **rainfall**. *(RAIN)*
10. I have a **preference** for old cars. I already have a few in my garage. *(PREFER)*
11. He is studying **mechanics** at the local university. *(MECHANIC)*
12. Some people are so poor they can't even buy the basic **necessities** of life. *(NECESSARY)*
13. There were many **applicants** for the job, but only two of them had the necessary **qualifications**. *(APPLY, QUALIFY)*
14. Could you empty the **dustbin** on your way out? *(DUST)*
15. My brother is such an **inactive** young man. He never does any exercise and seldom goes out of the house. *(ACT)*
16. The driver was **disqualified** because he crossed one of the side-lines. *(QUALIFY)*
17. She is such a **trustworthy**, friendly and honest person. *(TRUST)*
18. The school staff is making the last **preparations** for their Open Day on Saturday. *(PREPARE)*
19. You finger is **bloody/ bleeding**. What have you done? *(BLOOD)*
20. John made some **decisive** points against a strong opponent. *(DECIDE)*